
SAILING TO DENMARK IN A WAYFARER

Ralph Roberts and Cedric Clarke (W9885) - with Bob and Clare Harland (W9933)

Part I - Southwold to Den Helder

My sailing experience started at Southwold Sailing Centre under the tutelage of a Mr
Eric Paisley - one of those wise old seafarers with a vast store of knowledge about the sea,
particularly regarding the local situation and conditions, and whom one respected with much
awe as a beginner. -If'you can sail at Southwold, you can sail anywhere," he told me with great
authority, and indeed it seemed even at an early stage of my sailing career to have more than a
ring of' truth about it, for getting into Southwold harbour on an ebb tide with a strong
south-easterly blowing did require a good deal of seamanship - and nerve! Some 20 years later,
it was to prove an invaluable training ground for our trip over to Esbjerg in Denmark, in the
newly designed, 'Wayfarer World'.

This was to be my 5th North Sea crossing in a Wayfarer, and by far the longest I had
attempted. It was prompted by a desire to sail to the fourth international Wayfarer rally at
Rantzausminde, on the island of Fyn, in Denmark. I also thought it would provide an excellent
opportunity to give the new boat a real test of its seaworthiness, as well as try out the storage
facilities, which Bob llarland and myself'had been developing to make the 'World' suitable for
cruising. Bob and his wife Clare had joined Cedric and myself on a previous North Sea trip to
Breskens in Hlolland. Over the years I had sailed on a number of'cruises with them, and had
always been impressed by the efficient way they worked and sailed together.

Ihe new Wiayfalrer Worldatw Souihwold, being loaded with equzipm 'n/ffr the first /1%

vleryl first c,riuse -having spentii hprevious 6 months workinig outi in htheo)ry howS he's
to adapt the new rinterna,,l layvout for e,rttsing, andic des4zninE a new rear locker,



Cedric patient/lv watting on the
,ilouthwold Sailing (lub pontoon fr
the final items o/ gear to he loaded
aboardiuhe Wavyfrer. hefore putting
on his mid and off. hore outer gar-
ments, which were to keep um warm
_and (dry through most of the trip.

We had planned to set sail on the first leg of our trip, from Southwold to Den Helder on
Saturday 11 th July, starting about mid-day, This allowed plenty of time during the moming to
organise everything we would need for the crossing to Holland. Our plans were changed by the
waming of a gale forecast for the Sunday. To have waited until after the gale had passed before
setting out, might have given us insutficient time to complete the whole trip. The forecast of'
southwesterly winds before the gale was due therefore appeared to provide an ideal 'weather
window', so we agreed to set off as early as possible on the Friday evening instead. This proved
to be as late as 22.30 and virtually dark by the time I had managed to get our boat ready and
away - and that after resorting to almost throwing the last of the gear in. I decided to complete
tying the final items down and making everything shipshape next moming, when I could better
see what I was doing, and had got more used to being at sea. I remembered only too well feeling
immediately seasick on my first real open sea venture in a Wayfarer, after stooping down to tie
things in as we were going out of the harbour entrance

We were waved goodbye by our families and friends and sailed down the river Blyth on
an easy broad reach, and out through the harbour entrance, setting a course of 074 degrees to
Den Fielder. With a westerly ofTshore breeze of F. 3 to 4, we enjoyed an easy sail for the first
hour or so. Once away from the protection of the land however, the wind increased to F. 5 and
the sea started to buiid, so we reefed down for a more comfortable night's sail. It wasn't too
comfortable for Bob though, for he became seasick after he had finished reducing sail in the
limpy seas



Clare helmed through the rest of the night and by next morning we were both surfing
along in even stronger winds, making excellent progress towards Holland. Riding over the
waves caused us to gybe a couple of times. It seemed sensible to err on the side of safety and
take down the mainsail to sail on genoa only. This also allowed me to sort out the reefing line
which I had not set up quite correctly in the previous evening's haste, and had began to chate
through. The seas by this time had become even bigger, causing Cedric to be seasick, though
after a short rest, he recovered sufficiently to helm again, which reduced his susceptibility to
sickness.

The waves may appear to) be maire than
sufficient to ov 'iwhelm a small boat -

bzin / h ayare rides over them wi/i
east, - it is ot more concern when i/e
tops oi` the waves cons istendly hre ak
(ars occ urred' on the seco~(nd part of our
trip to Sbjherg). e sill have our
recjed mamnsadls up ait this stage.
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The Wayfarer had already been proved an excellent sea boat on trips more ambitious
than our own. The new Wayfarer World was more than equal to its very seaworthy
predecessor, bucking and rearing over the passing waves like a newly broken in colt, giving
us confidence that it could cope with virtually anything that was thrown at it.

Nowc sailing on genoa only - lust
missed hb a frw secundt taking a
picture with only the verv top of
Bob and ('lare s mast showing -
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When the occasional wave broke as we were on its peak, showering us with spray, any
water that came aboard would drain out through the self bailers in a matter of seconds. This is
undoubtedly one of the greatest advantages of the new boat, as the original design was not self
draining. I regretted not having one of those waterproof 'throwaway' cameras, as I always
seemed to miss the best shots of the towering waves breaking, it was inevitably too late by the
time I had got my camera out of the waterproof container.

Jor mos t he /low-
ing day we were salling
through big seas, eveni
when the wind droppcd
_ suiientl,y/Ubr to O put
up our reeJed miuansads
again.
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Near the half'way point of our crossing we were caught in rainstorm. Strong winds one
can cope with in good spirits, but rain tnakes sailing particularly unpleasant and can be quite
depressing, especially in a small boat with no shelter. We were not the only ones to suffer, for
just as the rain was beginning to ease, a racing pigeon landed on our foredeck. It looked totally
exhausted, and allowed me to pick it up and put it under the thwart for some protection against
the wind and the last of the rain. Unfortunately it seemed likely that it had been battling against
the wind to get back to England - and if so, I was going in the wrong direction! A couple of hours
later it had recovered sufficiently to object to me clearing up the mess it had made in my boat;
hopping up onto the mainsheet block, and flying off' I wished it well, but was not optimistic
about its chances of survival.

This pigeon seemecl to
aippearfr(omi nowhere, it
hardly mnade a sound as
it landed on the fore-
deck.

1 had heard i stories oj
birds landing on boats,
hbu had never experi-
enced it be/ore.
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During the day the wind had eased occasionally allowing us to put up our reefed
mainsail, only to blow up again later to make us reduce sail again. This certainly didn't help Bob
to overcome his sickness, for he had needed to lie down in the bottom of the boat again afler
completing each sail change. r was amazed at howv Clare was managing to keep going witholit
falling asleep at the helm. I was also a little surprised that she appeared to be volunteering to be
lead boat by sailing ahead of me. i had been using my newly acquired, hand held (PS to keep a
check on our course and noting our position every few hours, and up until 16.00 we had been
pretty well on track, but then we seemed to steer a more northerly course. After an hour I took
another reading, and radioed to Clare that we had drifted too far north. I should have appreciated
much earlier that Clare was far too tired to concentrate on steering an accurate compass course,
having been awake now for over 30 hours, and suggested that she dropped behind to let us lead.
In our rush to get away the previous evening, we had made no plans on how we would sail
together;. we had only agreed to wave our radios if we needed to communicate with each other,
and otherwise leave them switched off to save the batteries. My own tiredness undoubtedly
contributed to a lack of clear thinking and leadership at the time, for in a small boat a proper
sleep, even for an hour or so, is difficult, so tiredness is an inevitability.

C(lare on the helm, sailing
under genoa only again. f.0h
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To compound our error of being too far North, the wind dropped as we approached the
main shipping route off the Dutch coast - just at the very time we needed to make good speed -
and even though we put up a full main and genoa for the first time since leaving Southwold, it
was apparent that we were making very slow progress. We entered the f irst south going lane just
after 19.00. There were a few vessels ahead, with another approaching, so l suggested to Clare
that i used my outboard to give her a tow (Bob, being a sailing purist, refuses to carry one). We
motored out of the path of the vessel coining from the north before the wind picked up, and we
re-hoisted the sails. I packed the outboard back in the boat again - a mistake as it turned out, as
it would have been far better to have lef't it on the transom bracket ready for immediate use.

l. ] 0 owing ( lare through the
first (south going) s/ip-
ping lane. 7o start with
thec wind gave u.s a little

m J0 ~~~~drive, be/Ure dropping
completelyffor ts t) rely

l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Yp th li Ito o l |I .

BY the second, north gping
lane the wind had picked
up andl we were making
good progress again.
Wlhich i.s iust as well, since
this ship passed rather
closer ti/an we wf ould have
preferred_
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I was concerned that the change in the wind strength signalled the start of the gales that
were forecast, and hoped that we would be able to reach Den Helder in time. At around 2230.
and some 25Nm from the coast, we could see the Den Helder light flashing in the distance.
though I knew from experience that the last miles often seemed to be the longest of the trip. The
wind kept increasing until we were down to genoa only again, before easing once more. i woke
from an hour's nap for Cedric to mention that Bob and Clare had dropped behind, so we hove to
and waited for them. They had stopped to put up their reefed main for greater speed in the
calmer conditions, and quickly caught us up and sailed by. Bob had finally recovered from his
seasickness now that the Den Helder lighthouse could be clearly seen, and was no doubt anxious
to get his feet back onto solid ground. We then raised our mainsail to keep the same speed, but
had lost sight of' them by the time we had done so, Their mast head light had failed soon after
leaving Southwold, which had caused no difficulty up to this point, but it did mean that we were
unable to see them anywhere in the darkness now. They of course could see our masthead light
clearly, and had continued sailing ahead, whilst keeping us within sight.

TIhe wind increased
significantly again after
the second shipping
lane, and we reduced
_ail again to genoa only.

Disappointed that we had become separated (as it appeared to us) so near to our
destination, I steered a more southerly course to clear the Noorderhaaks sandbank off the
entrance to Den Helder. The chart showed that an area of shallow water extended some way out,
with the landfall buoy marking the deep water entrance as much as 5 Nm further south There
seemed little need for us to go anywhere near as far south as this, but knowing that we were
approaching at low water, I should have given the sand bank much a wider berth than I did At
around 04.00, with the morning light beginning to break, we approached the sound of breaking
waves marking an area of shallow water ahead. I pointed up into the now light sou'westerly
breeze, but it was quickly evident that sailing close hauled against the tide to get further south
\was not practicable,



Reluctant to turn north again to go round the top of the island, I decided that it shouid be
possible to get through directly ahead. It was an area of lumpy sea, but without any breaking
waves marking the really shallow places. I had good experience of similar conditions off
Southwold and thought it would present no problems. What I didn't realise, and never even
imagined, was that the onshore winds would meet an offshore breeze in this area of water. Once
I had committed myself to the crossing, we lost all drive to go through at the point I had thought
would be safe. Without an outboard immediately available to get us out of trouble, the tide took
us into an area I would never have chosen to go, and we were in amongst the worst of the
breaking waves, which would suddenly roar and thunder around us, like a dragon, angry and
disbelieving that we had dared enter its territory, and crash down with furious pent up energy.

Somehow we managed to avoid the worst of the breaking water, and on reaching an area
with the offshore breeze, I pulled in the sail, and put as much plate down as I dare; knowing that
if we did get caught side on to a breaking wave, I needed to sit out and dig the gunwale into the
crest, allowing the boat to slide down the wave whilst it broke over us. MY canoeing experience
wamed me against presenting the hull to the wave, which would have immediately capsized us.
breaking the mast in shallow the water, and putting us in great difficulty, if not extreme danger.
Just when it appeared we were getting out through the breakers to the safety of the deeper water
beyond, a great roaring wave suddenly reared up from behind. I had no time to steer the boat into
it, and only just managed to sit out as far as I could before it came crashing over us, dashing the
centreplate and rudder against the bottom. It was all over in a matter of seconds. Fortunately it
had been just deep enough for the hull not to be dumped on the hard sand below, and we
suffered no damage. Almost immediately we found ourselves in deeper unbroken water, just off
the island of Noorderhaaks, but being taken by the tide westwards round the back of the island
(where I should have sailed in the first place). This was the route Bob and Clare had decided to
take after seeing our attempt to get through the shallow water - we hadn't appreciated they had
been behind us at that point, we had only been looking out for them ahead and to the north of us.

.Ilhe photo (taken the
next evening) shoAws the
strength of the aile
through lhe Mtlarsdliep
o/f lI)en ielder. 7he

fi?rrV is heading for a
pnil1 to the right of? the,
north cardinal mark in

the /6re ground.
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At last I had the opportunity to put the outboard back on the transom bracket enabling us
to motor against the current to the deep water channel and into the marina at Den Fielder. We
finally tied up to a mooring at 05.25 on Sunday morning, having completed the 120 Nm
crossing in just under 31 hours. By this time we were concemed about Bob and Clare, and made
efforts to report that they were still out at sea. We didn't want to raise any alarm unnecessarily
though, and whilst still wondering whether to call the Coastguard on Channel 16, we saw the top
of Bob and Clare's sail in the main channel outside the harbour entrance. I ran over to direct
them into the marina, happy and relieved that we had both successfully completed the crossing

I)en fielder i.s the
main base for the
Dutch navalfleet, and/
visitors to the marina
are cible to use the
svul,erhftacil ifies of the
Naval YeiKht (Clib.

Once we had found a suitable place to tie up for an ovemight stop. we telephoned home
to report we had arrived safely. Cedric asked his wife to pass this message on to the Gt
Yarmouth Coastguard, as we had liaised with them before leaving, and they had been most
helpful to us. "-Just you tell them to stay right where they are my dear," was the Coastguard's
response to the news of our safe arrival, in his broad Norfolk accent, "The Yarmouth lifeboat's
been out 3 times to boats in trouble alreadv'! We had obviously made the right decision to set
off 14 hours earlier than planned to miss the gales, even though setting off in such a rush had
caused a certain lack of coordination in our sailing plans.



Part 2 - Den Helder to Borkum

We had arrived at Den fielder more than a little tired, particularly Clare Harland, who

had been on the heltn for around 28 hrs, and awake for a further 15 hrs before that.

tJnfortunately we had chosen to arrive on the very day the local naval base were putting on a sea

and air display to entertain thousands of visitors. We had just finished clearing much of the gear

out of the boats and setting up our boat tents to get our heads down to sleep, when the loud

background music started But we were far too tired for anything to keep us awake - well nearly

anything, I did wake up when aircraft started making low level sorties directly overhead, but I'm

not sure even that woke Clare.

Our secure/v, tens joned boati ten/y
provided Us with protect ion from

most o4 the wind and rain dluring
our enforced 2 dazy stopover in I)en
l-lelder. Behind uis is the (Aerman
racing yacht lIlexe, with a crew
mmber i up the mast
checking the rigging.

The gale which had been forecast, duly arrived on Sunday afternoon. We were only too

happy to retreat into our boat tents and go back to sleep again, the display now finished, The
noise of the gale was almost relaxing in comnparison to the previous racket, and we slept very

soundly, warmn and snug inside our tents and sleeping bags. The gale blew steadily during
Sunday night, but had abated by next morning, though the winds were still very strong. It was

marginal as to whether it would he sensible to run on jib only to our next proposed stop at
Terschelling. In the end the decision not to venture out was made by Bob, who felt that it srould

be better to get a tear in the luff rope of his sail repaired properly by a local sailmaker, rather
than carrying out a makeshift repair which didn't last, particularly as there would be less chance
of finding a sailmaker to do the job properly later on.

l * ; i _ * rcin ychtllee ithtJ1re



We found ourselves in luck from the misfortune (or rashness) of another yacht. A high
tech' racing yacht on its wvay to Cowes week to compete as part of the German team had tried to
sail/motor against the full force of the gale during the previous night, and had been towed into
Den Helder after putting out a distress call. They had immediately called in specialists to make
the necessary repairs. Divers checked the prop and rudder; computer experts and engineers tried
to get the computerised sensor working which gave the rig loading tension on the mast (it was
apparently arranged for a new mast to be flown to Southampton when this was unsuccessful);
and a sailmaker came along to repair the sails, its enormous mainsail being badly ripped when
the crew had found it virtually impossible to get down in the strong winds. Goodness knows how
many Wayfarers could have been bought for just the price of a new mast or mainsail, and they
looked as though they'd had an even wetter sail than ourselves, with all the bedding and gear
they were putting on their enormous boom to dry. I did notice however, that they had exactly the
same radar reflector as I had on my mast. It must have been the only item of the same value we
shared!

The Germian rating
yacht Ilexe, tempora.rily
bArt ed1 at the marina in
Den Helder /6nr repairs.

Seafaring folk seem to fall into two categories when told that you sail a small boat across
the open sea. They either respect and admire your seamanship and oITer you every assistance, or
they think you are just totally mad and reckless wvith no regard for Your own (or others) safety
and treat you wvith disdain. The sailmaker collecting the racing yacht's sails fortunately fell into
the first category. He willingly picked up Bob's sails at the same time, and brought them back
some hours later, spending time explaining what he had done, and giving us general advice
about the sails. It seem-ed almost amazintg that he should be prepared to off'er us such good
seRvice wheni he had so much work to do on the other Yacht's sails.
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Having decided not to sail that day, I made use of the time by leaming more about using
my newly acquired GPS. I had intended doing this before our trip, but had not had time to do so.
The fact that it automatically gave the current position when it was switched on was such an
advance on my previous 'dead reckoning', and sailing between known marks method of
navigation, that spending time learning more seemed almost unnecessary. Rob however, showed
me how to put in Waypoints and Routes The more I learnt about it, the more amazing the little
piece of equipment seemed to be. It made navigation so simple - comparable to climbing a
mountain with ropes already in position to help you over the more difficult bits.

I)rying out in l)en
Helder - our eqljipment
and gear cov red much

ofJ the walkway and
finger pontoon, as well
las the adjacent moored

13 vyachits
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As Monday was generally fine and sunny, I also spent some time sorting out all our gear,
which was scattered along the walkway, finger jetty, and adjacent boat, Other yachtsmen
walking by generally expressed their amazement that so much could be stored in such a small
boat. That done, we had a relaxing meal in the marina restaurant, and settled down early for the
night. While a gale had blown througyh the previous night without bothering us too much, the
next night was far less pleasant. Not only were there very strong winds, but also thunider and
lightning, with rain so heavy that it started to penetrate the tent fabric and drip down on us,' The
problem was quickly resolved by tcaring open a plastic survival bag I'd been carrving about for
Years without using, and spreading it over our sleeping bags to keep us dry.

14



Tuesday was wet and miserable with continuing gale force winds. There was no
alternative but stay where we were for another day. It seemed almost unbelievable weather for
mid July, and meant that we were now 2 days behind schedule. We had expected to lose some
time through bad weather, but hadn't anticipated losing 2 days straight away. We woke early on
the Wednesday, determined to get away and make progress with our trip, attempting to reach our
differing destinations in Denmark in the time we had left. Bob and Clare were to continue their
trip by staying inshore of the Frisian Islands, and then use the Kiel canal to sail all the way to the
International Danish Wayfarer rally at Rantzausminde on the island of Fyn, whilst Cedric and I
wanted to get to the rally earlier by sailing the more direct sea route to Esbjerg to meet up with
our car and trailer, which was being brought over on the ferry. We were in agreement though to
sail together inshore of the first group of Frisian islands.

Leaving the en/rance to
.. I)Den HelUJer harbourrfor

Terschelling. Myjacket
had been undone, as I
had become too hot
whilst in the shelter oJ
the harboujr wi th all the

gear I had on.

Bob had been given a fiorecast of SW winds of F. 4/5, so we set off under a reefed main
and jib towards Terschelling. The Waddensea seemed so calm after our North Sea experience,
that we soon shook out the reef and changed to a genoa for a really exhilarating sail. With both
the wind and a considerable flood tide assisting us, the GPS registered 8 to 10 Kts. There were
many other sailing boats around us for the first hour or so, but we were able to leave them in the
distance as we sailed on a more direct route over an area of shallows towards Terschelling. We
did overdo it a little in one place, and fiound ourselves skidding over the sandy bottom with both
rudder and centreplate up, before retreating to deeper waters, West Terschelling was reached
just after 14.30; a distance of 30 Nm. from Den Hlelder, which we had achieved in less than 5
hours.
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It now seemed possible that we might be able to get as far as Nes on the island of
Ameland before stopping for the night, a distance we would never normally expect to achieve in
one day. We were aware however that we would be fighting an ebb tide on reaching the next
island, and would need to keep to the main channels. These weren't alvays easy to find, even
though we had detailed charts of the area, and often needed to use our depth sounder
(centreboard!) to guide us. There were a f'ew working vessels and large sightseeing pleasure
craft around once we reached Ameland, which were of great help in guiding us through the
channels. But it was less than helpt'ul when we needed to gybe in rather difficult wind over tide
conditions in order to keep out of their way. After gybing, I immediately put a reef in the main
to sail more comfortably. On a Wayfarer, slab reeling can be carried out really quickly and
easily whilst continuing to sail, and it seemed to impress the skipper of the pleasure boat, as I
found out later he had told the harbourmaster at Nes that there were some real sailors out there'

Rob and (lure evojying
the rather more relaxed
type of ailing in the

!ms S- D lWaddenesa.

I/lie open space ofth
newWrla/oA/0
art extremte/v c-,oin fort-
iable_ ivie( o erurng. _ t
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(edric he/ming along
the island of 7Fr
schellhng. The wvivhes
appeared to mrark s mit
sort of fishing area,
rather thlan any chmnnel

We eventually reached Nes just after 19.30; the channel into the marina becoming ever
narrower with the falling tide. After mooring the boats at convenient berths, we called in to see
the harbourmaster, set up ouLr boat tents and sleeping bags, and went to the marina restaurant for
a meal beibore it closed. Next morning the harbourmaster, another of those people who couldn't
have been more helpful, gave us a weather report of continuing southwesterly winds, F 3 to 5. It
was a finec sunny morning, just the sort of ideal weather conditions we had been hoping for, and
we made the decision to go our separate ways. Bob and Clare continuing their trip with 'Riddle
of the Sands' type sailing, whilst we went outside the islands to Borkum, our last stop we had
decided, before sailing to Esbjerg. Sailing seaward of the islands seemed to be the surest way of
getting as far as Borkum in one day, for around low water, the Waddensea became a virtual sea
of mud, interspersed with a few narrow (possibly dredged) channels, and we thought it unlikely
we would reach Borkum by following the often tor-tuous routes of these channels.

Boats mookred ait Nes. <

Cedric on jelly sorting
olt gear - it las ullll to
move most of our gear
oul of the boat to leave
,spacce for sleeping.
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Bob and Clare packed up next morning in their usual efficient manner, and were away by
10.30, impressing the harbourmaster, who watched them sail out and negotiate their way
through the channels until he could no longer see them through his binoculars.

B(o and ire l
Ne~s to sail inshore of
the bs sian jviands
throuigh the Kiel canal,
a_nd then on to the Inter-
national Rallv at
Rantzatisminde.

We packed up in a more leisurely manner, waiting for the tide to rise to give us a shorter
route to the end of the island. By 11.45 we were ready to depart, when there was a heavy
cloudburst. So much for our 'ideal' weather conditions. We set off in a light breeze and
continuous drizzle, and quickly reached the end of the island. Following the clearly marked
channel, but cutting all the corners on the rising tide, it appeared to be an easy route to follow to
begin with.

One of the very fine
traditional Dutch sailing
vessel.s we were to meet
on our sail through the
I risian Islands.
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Getting out to sea however, proved more arduous than we had expected, since breaking
water always seemed to keep appearing around us - quite often ahead or to seaward! - and it took
an hour or more before we were able to break free of the shallow water and set a course for
Borkum.

fbredcck by the shockeord) proved invaluable
eo navigay(te between the islands and out to sea.suriple.|| 

As we reached the lighthouse on the next island of Schier|onnikoog, the tide began to
turn, and our progrress was noticeably slower by the time we had reached the end of the island.
With another 15Nm. to go against the strong current, I put the outboard on the transom bracket
to give us greater speed. For this situation, it was helpful that I had brought the 3 hp Yamaha
Malta, which is the quieter and more poverful of the 2 outboards Cedric and I share. I then
decided it would be an excellent opportunity to try out the asymmetric spinnaker for the first
time on my new boat. This immediately made a significant difference, and was such an easy sail
to manage that i took down the mainsail, to avoid it gybing.



hIe outboard proved
to he essential aIgainst

the strong tide, with-
Out it we would niot
avt heen able to gel

s r a v,ras Borkumn in

Borkum lighthouse eventually appeared on the horizon and we made easy progress until
we reached the Ems estuary, which proved to be an uncomfortable crossing, with another wind

over tide situation. I did start to change over the courtesy flags from Dutch to German halfway
across, but soon decided that following the correct etiquette wasn't worth risking a capsize. We
entered the marina on the most southern point of the island just after 23.00, set up our boat tent
as quickly and quietly as we could (unloading our gear onto the rather creaky finger pontoon),
and got our heads down for a well earned rest.

Approaiching Bor-kum
as the sun was se tting
- though it still took
usv another 3 hours to
re,.ach the marina.



Part 3 - Borkum to Esbjerg

Early next morning there was still no sign of Bob and Clare, but we were sure they would
have found a convenient stop somewhere for the night. The yacht moored next to us appeared
locked up and empty, so it was used to hang our outer garments on to dry. It came as rather a
surprise therefore when a couple of' sailors emerged an hour or so later, and we immediately
apologised, but they didn't mind at all and invited us aboard to share a cof'fee. They were most
interested in our venture, as well as the name of my boat, which is derived from the river Spree
in Berlin, where the skipper's wife came from; though he regarded himself' as a Frieslander,
rather than a German. We exchanged addresses and departed to pack the boat and get away on
the last of'the ebb.

The Gertan yatAl
Dolphin wi/h (erhard
Becher andi his crew -
our oJffshore jackets
a nd trousers still
spread( out all over
his boat to dry'

_edric and I getting
ready to leave, having
re-packed all our gear
from ibe rtid of the
Walkwav.



Cedric had managed to acquire the latest weather forecast - fine, with south westerly
winds of F. 3 to 4. It seemed almost too good to be true - it was! The wind had been behind us
the whole of the way so far, and now it looked as though we would have the same luck for the
last and longest leg of our trip. Cedric had also sought local knowledge from the harbournaster
as to whether we could shorten our journey a little by getting round the back of Borkum and out
to sea. We were assured this would be possible in our shallow draft boats, but we hadn't gone a
mile before the channel became so shallow it was impossible to get any further. We considered
whether it would be worth waiting for the tide to come back in to flood the channel in order to
continue our journey, but soon realised that this would waste far too much time.

G,rounded oni a shalt-
low bar - channel
ahead getting eveni
shajllower, so no) hope
ofl mnaking 'firther
progress until the tide
changes.

l o the i.vIand of E 0 C

layjer clothes hanging r
up it) dry in lhe .sun._,
alie r jalling in thev _ 9r2
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Withies mark lhe
channel to get round
the hack of the is/and
- hut not at low tide

We turned round and pulled the boat through the now even shallower water with some
difficulty, until we reached a point where it was sufficiently deep to put on the outboard and
motor back past the marina entrance. We had wasted nearly an hour and a half, I had got soaking
wet after falling in the water when my boot had got stuck in the mud, and instead of an easy sail
out on the last of the ebb, we now had to fight our way out of the Ems estuary against a strong
flood tide, Even though we hugged the shoreline as much as possible, it cost us a further hour.
Not the best of starts for the most demanding leg of our trip to Denmark.

Sailing out to sea past

the very popular
beach at Borkmu, The
fine sunnry weather
qfor a change) has
brought out nmanyt 
halt /a makers.
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It was nearly 14.00 by the time we finally cleared the shallow water off Borkum and
could set a course for Esbjerg. I had planned to cross the two shipping lanes in daylight, and I
was now concerned that we might not clear the second one before it got dark, so I was
disappointed that we had lost so much time taking the wrong route, even after seeking local
knowledge. We were however in good spirits, the weather was fine and sunny, and with a F. 4
wind, we had the f'ull main and genoa up for a change. We were soon speeding along with high
hopes of a relatively easy sail to Esbjerg.

LeavinglBorkum -just.>4~~~~~~~~~~~~.

...... . ; X=> 1--g > t;#- ~~~~~~visible on the horizon -

and muking good speed

24-_ _ j _ rz, S i_ !E k_ towurtlx Ishlerg.

All sais tio - the ir tii - ^ inclutling
th a.mntia spnikr _wh_hlia_ to

giv ub anxra ko m spel nilw

reached lhe first shipping lane.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _11
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By 15.50 we had passed the Juister Riff N. cardinal mark, confirming that we were
averaging a good cruising speed of around 4 kts. With a steady wind, and the sea quite calm, we
decided to try all 3 sails by putting up the asymmetric spinnaker as well. This gave us a brilliant
sail, and we improved on our previous excellent progress. An hour later we had covered the 5
Nm. to the TG7 cardinal buoy, marking the start of the shipping lane. It was at this point that our
early high hopes of an easy sail to Esbjerg proved to be much too optimistic. No sooner had we
taken down the asymmetric spinnaker on entering the shipping lane, than a period ol'heavy rain
started. Though I had our main chart in a waterproof plastic envelope on the rear locker, I had
been using a more detailed chart of the area on my lap. This now had to be put away to be kept
dry Using the waterproofed larger scale chart was far less convenient.

Passing a fishing vessel
near the ]irsl shipping
lane, waith the weather
deteriorating, and the
sea starting to get up.

No ships could be seen directly ahead as we approached the shipping lane, but 5 were
coming along as we began our crossing. The first went by in front of us, but the second appeared
to be on a collision course, so I hardened up to steer the same course to let it pass, before
crossing behind it. This then put us ahead of the remaining 3 ships, and we had a clear sail for ¼/4
hour before seeing another ship approaching in the distance. It looked so far away that I thought
we might be able to cross in front of it, but after 5 minutes of making no apparent progress
across its bows, I decided not to continue to try, and made a definite change of course to sail in
the same direction. It must have taken 10 minutes before the ship went by us, so no doubt we
could have got across in front of it, but a small boat is far too vulnerable to take any chances.

We encountered no more ships before passing buoy TG 12, marking the end of the first
shipping lane, It was 19.20, and I got the chart out in the evening drizzle to calculate what time
we would cross the second shipping lane. With another 18 Nm. to go, it would take some 3 to 4
hours, and would certainly be dark before we had finished crossing the second lane, but we had
no option but to press on,
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The wind gradually increased until it was sufficient to warrant putting a reef in the main,
though I did use the spinnaker pole to push out the genoa on the other side, and we creamed
along at a sizzling 6 to 7 kts. (according to the OPS). The waves by now were beginning to get
up and we surfed along on one wave for what seemed like a minute or more - certainly the
longest I have ever experienced. and very exhilarating. We were most conscious of our own
safety however, and with the main well reefed, we were in good control of the boat.

W~ Saff~~~~~~~~~~ing under a de~ep
reePd main throigh
the fir.s ojibh shiipping
lanes.

Approaching the second shipping lane at 21.30, the wind and seas had increased to make
me feel it was worth reducing sail again. I took down the genoa, to sail on reefed main only, to
give us better manoeuvrability in the event of meeting any ships ahead. There was still just
sufficient light to be sure that there were no ships in the vicinity, and we presumed that this lane
was for deeper draught vessels and therefore less busy. It was with some relief that we saw the
lights of only one vessel in the distance behind us whilst crossing this shipping lane.

The wind had remained steady during the crossing, but after taking another GPS reading
to confirm we were out of the shipping lane, it had increased considerably again, perhaps to F 7
or more - it's difficult to tell when it's too dark to see anything! - and I decided to take the reefed
main down and sail under jib only during the hours of darkness. Although Cedric had been on
the helm for much of the time, he was happy for me to take the first rest. An hour later at 00.30.
he woke me to take over. It was raining heavily again, and had got quite cold, so we were
pleased we had on plenty of thermal layers to make sure we kept warm. i became rather
concerned about a constant, quick flashing light, in the near distance to the east of us. In the rain,
cold, darkness, rough seas, and half drowsy state, I didn't feel at all like getting out the GPS.
almanac and chart to check what it was, so I changed the jib onto the other tack, and steered a
more northerly course to give us plenty of sea room, as the light could only have been indicating
some sort of danger. (I have since learned that it was most likely to have been a submarine on
the surface - I will need to brush up on lighit recognition for my next trip)'
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At 02.15 Cedric had woken, and taken over the helm again, The driving rain had stopped
at last and I took the opportunity to get another GPS reading to plot on the chart. This confirmed
our position as being on course. Satisfied that everything was O.K, I settled down on the floor
with my back leaning against the foredeck for another nap. I was rudely awoken just over an
hour later by a great wave breaking over the boat. I had been sitting/lying in a rather exposed
position, and it had completely drenched me, with the water going down my neck and front. It
certainly wasn't the most pleasant way to be woken for my tum on the helm again, though very
effective, since I was now both cold and wet, and had no inclination to sleep whatsoever! Again
the new boat performed brilliantly in this situation, with 6 inches of water draining out in a few
minutes until it was completely empty again. It was a relief that we had been sailing on jib only,
for capsizing in the darkness of night didn't really bear thinking about. We had both been
wearing harnesses, and we could have righted it again without any great difficulty, but it would
have made the remainder of the trip much less pleasant.

At 05.20, with the morning light clearing away the last remnants of darkness, I took
another GPS reading and noted it on the chart. The wind had abated, and the sea calmed down a
little, so we decided to put up the reefed main. Whilst standing to do so, a wave lifted the front
of the boat, causing me to fall backwards awkwardly and smash the back ofi my head against the
forward end of the tiller. Thankfully I was wearing my canoe crash hat, though I still felt much
of the impact through it. If I hadn't been wearing one, I would have suffered an extremely
serious, possibly even a fatal injury. Not my opinion, but that of Cedric's, who is also a G.P. 1
have taken a fair amount of stick for wearing a crash hat in stronger winds, but I was more than
grateful for its protection in this instance. After looking to see whether the impact had damaged
the back of my crash hat, I finished off the task of raising the reefed mainsail.

I he (v r hard,) end`
of the tiller which
WaS my lirst point of.
impact when falling
hbackward..
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Qi.7 ,. . t f > The early morning swn
providing some wel-
come warmth and llgJIt

on thze finail dajy of our

trip to Dl)enark.

An hour or so later the sun made its first appearance, and for the first time since getting
drenched, I began to feel some warmth creep through my body. The wind gradually increased as
the moming wore on, so that by 08.00 we were motoring along on a broad reach with a reef'ed
main and jib in quite big seas again. The GPS gave us a reading of up to 8 kts. (when planing
down waves) and generally averaging 6 Kts. Half an hour later it was getting near to the point of
being overpowered for a long cruise, and I took down the reefed main immediately after the boat
had heeled over excessively. It was to be the last time we were to have the main up until we
reached more sheltered waters. I changed the jib over to the genoa, which I pushed out with the
spinnaker pole, and checked our speed on the GPS, which showed that we were still doing 5 to
6 Kts.

C edriw on the helm,
planing down the
waves - still with
ree/d mainsail up at

thlis polint. _Sm
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By 09.00 we could see the long coastline of the island of Westerland. It was certainly
mnost reassuring to be in sight of land again, but we were less happy with the sight of the
changing cloud formations above us, which gave an indication that yet another gale with even
stronger winds could well be on its way.

Series ol/pilure.s takeui
during the day v/towing
the deleriorating eon-
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We decided to steer a course that put us a little closer to land, so if we couldn't reach
Esbjerg by 18.00, then a nearer port or safe haven would be sought. I took another GPS reading
and calculated that if we continued with our present speed, we should be able to make Esbjerg
before our deadline. Checking the GPS again at 10.00, it came up with the information that the
satellite receiver had failed! 1 was relieved that I had been plotting our previous positions on the
chart, but had now got so used to relying on the GPS to give me my position that I was almost
aghast at the prospect of having to go back to dead reckoning. I put the instrument away in the
hope that if I tried it again after an hour or so, it would function properly. With the wind and sea
still increasing, I needed all the help possible to get us into port safely and quickly

]'he tops of lhe waves
_now beginning to break
- the highest point in

_ I _ _ places is actually the

wave behinl - standing

utp to take the photo
would have given a bet-

ter perspective, sitting
clown to do it was sa/er

At midday I tried the URPS again, and this time, much to my relief, it came up with a
bearing, which I quickly plotted. I was relieved the instrument hadn't broken down completely,
even if it wouldn't give me a reading every time. The wind by now had increased, possibly to
F. 8 or more - it was difficult to judge in such strong winds and big seas, it certainly seemed
much wilder than the previous F. 8 which I had experienced, with what seemed like enormous
waves, far bigger than we had experienced on the trip over to Den llelder, though this may have
had more to do with the very exposed situation we were in, rather than the actual strength of the
wind. On two previous occasions I had sailed with a reefed main in winds recorded at F. 8. but
in the sea conditions as we approached Danish waters, even sailing on genoa only felt too much,
so I changed down to just a jib.

The boat handled really comforiably under jib only', and at no point were we in any
danger of the boat capsizing. Had the wind increased still further, I was conf-ident that we could
have more than coped by f'urling the jib down to half size, and running to a port of'saf'ety, which

_ knew to be less than 10 Nm to the east of us.
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Cedric settled down for a sleep, having been on the helm for most of the morning. lie
awoke an hour later - probably more through discomfort than anything else - and looked around
to see the tall white chimney at Esbjerg in the distance. I hadn't noticed it myself, being more
concerned with helming through the waves and reading the compass bearing, but a great feeling
of elation stirred at the now definite prospect of reaching our destination, though we still had
another 20 Nm. to go.

:he welcome landna1rk
L ' 0 . . -c 3 _ - 0tof the tall chimney at

Esh; erg - visible for
some 2ONm off'the coas/.

Sailing Club ti>irectly
aihead) to the north of'
Eshierg.

There was little opportunity, or apparent need to rake another bearing for the next few
hours as we surfed along on jib only towards Esbjerg. It was only as we approached landfall that
I ap.preciated that getting nearer the coast as a useful insurance against the weather deteriorating
was no longer to our advantage. For it was evident that the strong winds had created an area of
turbulent water far further out from the shallows off the island of Fano than -had expected from
the chart. I altered course to get s far outside of the area of rough water ahead as was possible
But with only the jib up, it was too late to avoid it altogether, and ftr some 15 minutes, the boat
was tossed about in the short steep waves like an item of clothing in a washing machined, until we
reached the safety of the deep water channel into Esbjerga Approaching the end of the channel,
between Fano and the mainland, we turned north to mi ake r the Ho Buig Sailing Club, where
One of my Danish Wayfarer friends, dens Konge Rasmussen had recomiended we land.
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We finally reached the Club slipway at 17.40, just 20 minutes before our target of 18.00,
and only 4 hours before a severe gale arrived. Next moming it was still blowing far more
ferociously than we had experienced the previous day, and looking out at the waves crashing on
the offshore sandbank we were certainly grateful to be safe on land, and not out at sea.

Lying at anchor, hav-
ing remroved al our

,9 |! y< s gear from the boat
prior to loading it onto
a spare trolley at the
Clubh The threatening
skies warn o.sf the se-
vere gale about to) blow
through.

There had been little chance to celebrate the success of our trip the previous evening, but
next morming there had been time to contemplate our achievement. We had covered the 140 Nm.
from Borkum in 28 hours at an average speed of 5 Kts; much of it on jib or genoa only. We had
arrived tired, hungry, cold, wet, and bumsore, with my fingers swollen from salt water getting
into cuts and grazes. But we had made it, which more than made up for all the discomforts.

I am grateful to the late lan Proctor for designing such a seaworthy dinghy 40 years ago.
and to Keith Proctor for redesigning the intemal layout to bring it up to date with the latest
developments. I would like to thank Polyropes, and their agents Victory Marine, f'or supporting
me by supplying the ropes for the boat. Finally I need to thank Bob and Clare tor their company,
which made the trip far more enjoyable, and my crew, Cedric Clarke, without whom this venture
would not have been possible.

Ralph Roberts W9885 Spree Lady

Postscript: I have recently received a letter from Gerhard Becher, the skipper of' the German
yacht moored adjacent to us in Borkum, who was pleased to hear of the successful outcome of
our trip. He added: "When we returned from (our walk) we noticed you had left the harbour,
During the aftemoon the wind increased (reaching) gale force that night. The heavy rain and the
gale did not even let us sleep while we were staying in the harbour''
It's reassuring to know we weren't just imagining the conditions and strength of the winds!
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